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Presentation Overview 
•  Comparison of model results 
–  16 workshop participant models 
–  Comparison against FIAT reference model 
–  Nine outputs 
•  TC1 – TC6 
•  Char Thickness, Remaining Virgin Thickness, Blowing Rate 
–  For each output two comparisons 
•  Difference at 60 seconds 
•  Average of difference over 60 seconds 
•  All comparisons (plots) are percent difference from 
FIAT reference model 
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INTERCOMPARISON EXERCISE GOALS 
•  Gather existing ablation codes as best as we can 
•  Define a simple initial problem to start the 
intercomparison effort 
•  Provide the opportunity for people to solve possible 
numerical problems in their codes by comparing/
interacting with others 
•  Look at agreements/disagreements and explain them 
•  Document the origin of the differences 
•  Define/discuss and agree on the next problem for the 
intercomparison for the 5th ablation modeling workshop 
•  Provide a tool for assessing the importance in the final 
prediction (used for design) of the different model 
assumptions 
•  Keep this community going 
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Model Comparisons at 60 Seconds 
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Model Comparisons Over 60 Seconds 
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Average Pyro. Gas Blowing Percent Difference 
Model Type 
1 
2 
3 
Other 
Zoom 
19% 
